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The Hague Justice Portal
Thursday, 18 November 2010
No signs of victim compensation in Sierra Leone 18 Nov 2010
Chief Prosecutor at the Special Court for Sierra Leone, Brenda Hollis deplores the lack of assistance for
victims.
On 17 November 2010, Chief Prosecutor at the Special Court for
Sierra Leone (SCSL), Brenda Hollis cautioned against optimism
that the end of the Charles Taylor trial would lead to victim
compensation.
At an evening lecture at the T.M.C. Asser Instituut in The Hague,
the Prosecutor nevertheless spoke of the example that the Taylor
trial sets for the possibility of trying former senior political leaders, in spite of prevailing challenges.
Charles Taylor is the former President of Liberia charged with 11 counts of war crimes and crimes against
humanity for crimes perpetrated during the civil war in neighbouring Sierra Leone. The Defence recently
rested its case in the proceedings in which testimony from more than one hundred witnesses brought
evidence of the bloody campaign waged by the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) rebels, characterised
by the use of child soldiers and the cutting off of limbs.
Property, proceeds and assets acquired unlawfully
On the opening day of the trial against Charles Taylor, the Prosecution placed the accused at the centre of
a systematic campaign of terror waged against civilians in Sierra Leone after 30 November 1996.
According to the Prosecutor, even after a Judgment is delivered in the case sometime around the summer
of 2011, compensation for victims will not be forthcoming. Part of the problem, according to the
Prosecutor, lies with the difficulties facing the UN team investigating Charles Taylor’s alleged funds,
though the Prosecutor also labelled the lack of help provided to victims by the ‘international community’
as little short of a “disgrace”.
In Sierra Leone many people continue to suffer the aftereffects of the long civil war, with visible signs on
the streets of Freetown of the forced amputations that took place. However, unlike Article 75 of the Rome
Statute for the International Criminal Court (ICC), the Statute for the SCSL does not specifically provide
for victim reparations. Nevertheless, as with Article 77(2)(b) of the Rome Statute, the SCSL does have the
power under Article 19(3) to order the forfeiture of the property, proceeds and assets of a convicted
person to their rightful owner, if acquired unlawfully or by criminal conduct. This penalty can only be
invoked after a conviction.
Under the Lomé Peace Agreement a reparations program was established to address the needs of victims
of the war in Sierra Leone, with the National Commission for Social Action (NaCSA) designated in 2007
as the implementing agency. Despite some progress in community-based and capacity-building projects,
the Commission has suffered from chronic under-funding.
Charles Taylor has denied all of the charges against him and in testifying in his own defence, has rejected
the allegations that he provided logistical and financial support for the RUF.
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Voice of America
Thursday, 18 November 2010

Alleged Russian Arms Dealer Was Active in Africa

David Crane, former chief prosecutor for Special Court on Sierra Leone, tells about Viktor Bout
Joe DeCapua

"[Bout was] very much complicit (in the Sierra Leone conflict) and was…one of the individuals providing
small arms that he got in return from…Charles Taylor…Foday Sankoh and others from the Revolutionary
Front to arm the rebels in Sierra Leone.”
Viktor Bout, an accused Russian arms dealer who allegedly helped fuel wars in Africa and elsewhere,
pleaded not guilty to terrorism charges Wednesday in federal court in New York.
U.S. attorney general Eric Holder calls him one of the world’s most prolific arms dealers.

AP
Viktor Bout

Bout was arrested two years ago in Thailand and was
flown to the United States on Tuesday.
“It’s good to see that justice has been done,” says David
Crane, the former chief prosecutor for the Special Court
on Sierra Leone. Crane, now a Syracuse University law
professor, signed the war crimes indictment against
former Liberian president Charles Taylor, one of Bout’s
alleged customers.
Crane says Bout was “very much complicit (in the Sierra Leone conflict) and was…one of the individuals
providing small arms that he got in return from…Charles Taylor…Foday Sankoh and others from the
Revolutionary Front to arm the rebels in Sierra Leone.”
Bout is a former Russian army officer and when the Soviet Union fell, Crane says, he took advantage of
the weapons that were still available and began to sell them to “gun runners, diamond dealers, thugs, boy
generals and recalcitrant heads of state. He’s an embarrassment to Russia,” says Crane. “But this has
caused some diplomatic problems over the past couple of weeks and Russia has come forward and has
really vocally said that he should be set free.”
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David Crane

The Special Court on Sierra Leone, Crane said, “actually paid very
close attention to the arms dealers because again, in the West
African joint criminal enterprise [Bout] was very much one of the
suppliers of weapons that (were) used in the civil war and was very
much a player in the background of moving diamonds, guns and
diamonds about that part of the world.”
Crane says during that time Bout also had had extensive activities in South Africa, East Africa and well
into the Middle East.
“So there are other players, but certainly he was a major player and continued to be until he was arrested
by Thai authorities a couple of years ago.”
Crane says among other charges, Bout “has been indicted for conspiring to sell millions of dollars worth
of weapons to terrorist organizations.” He said they deal with the killing of U.S. nationals and U.S.
officers or employees. “These are very serious charges.”
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Herald Scotland
Thursday, 18 November 2010
http://www.heraldscotland.com
There is a heavy price to pay for dealing with Lord of War

He’s been dubbed the Merchant of Death.
Viktor Bout, former Russian army officer turned international arms dealer extraordinaire, was this week
extradited to the US from Thailand, accused of trying to sell weapons to Colombian rebels as well as
supplying many of the guns, bombs and bullets used in conflicts across Africa and the Middle East.
Bout – pronounced “boot” – is very much a man who epitomises the dangerous and mercenary times we
live in. Here we have a world-class 21st-century entrepreneur with precious few moral or ideological
constraints, who sees war as the ultimate business opportunity. Bout, the global go-getter, makes those
international bankers and brokers who play fast and loose with the law look like slouches.
But what they all have in common, of course, is an insatiable greed that needs to be fed, irrespective of the
human cost to those caught up in the crossfire of wheeling and dealing. Think Bernie Madoff, the
American broker who defrauded investors of billions of dollars, and apply that to Viktor Bout’s air
transport and arms dealing empire, and you get some idea of the ruthlessness, scale and sums involved.
Not even Madoff’s rapacious plundering, however, could give rise to the kind of wholesale butchery of
communities that Bout’s door-to-door arms delivery service made possible.
Flying under flags of convenience or registered in obscure failed states, Bout’s fleet of ageing Russian
transport aircraft ferried their lethal cargoes while his bank accounts and business locations remained
equally fluid. His client list is said to read like a veritable who’s who of the world’s bogey men. Charles
Taylor – of blood diamond notoriety – in Liberia. Sam “Mosquito” Bockarie – of hand-chopping infamy –
in Sierra Leone. Mubuto in Zaire, Gaddafi in Libya, the Taliban, al Qaeda – you name the despot or
regime and Bout is said to have given them the countless Kalashnikovs, land mines, rocket launchers and
other weapons needed to wreak havoc and suffering.
Such was Bout’s near legendary reputation that even a movie, Lord of War, loosely based on Bout’s life,
was made, starring Nicolas Cage. I remember once flying into the beleaguered Liberian capital, Monrovia,
aboard one of the first humanitarian aid flights during the second civil war there in 1999. One of the
Scandinavian crew recounted how a few days before, while landing, they had almost collided with another
aircraft that arrived unscheduled and unannounced.
“People say it was one of Viktor Bout’s that came from Libya carrying guns for President Charles
Taylor,” the crewman told me. “Surely you must have heard of him. Every cargo pilot in Africa knows of
Bout,” the pilot insisted.
Anecdotal as this evidence was, for years until then, electronic intercepts, phone taps, documents and
eyewitness sightings of Bout’s planes being unloaded on remote African airstrips, had been gathered by
the world’s intelligence services and law enforcement agencies. The United Nations, CIA, US National
Security Agency, MI6, Russian FSB, Belgian and other intelligence services, all had Bout’s activities on
their radar. Yet, despite this, between them they could only scuttle along in the wake of his trail of
destruction, never quite able to catch, let alone convict, him.
Why was this? Could it be that Viktor Bout, far from being some lone wolf, was, in fact, also part of a
pack, closer to many of these same organisations than many realised? Certainly, the Kremlin fought long
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and hard to prevent Bout’s extradition this week, with many believing that he knows all about Russia’s
covert arms supplies, both official and unofficial, going back decades. And what about Bout’s American
and Iraq war connections? According to Douglas Farah, the Washington Post journalist who penned a
penetrating investigative book on Bout’s career, the Russian’s air-freight services were used by the US
military and by Halliburton, its subsidiary KBR, Federal Express and other contractors in Iraq, making
Bout enormous profits, even though George W Bush has signed an executive order making it illegal to do
business with Bout and his companies.
Then there is that 2006 Amnesty International report that details how a Moldovan-registered company
linked to Bout obtained a US military contract in 2004 to fly 200,000 Kalashnikov rifles and millions of
rounds of ammunition from Bosnia to Iraq, even though Bout was already on a UN and Treasury
Department blacklist and was wanted by Interpol. The simple fact is that the international arms trade has
always operated in this vague, murky, ambiguous way, where telling the difference between the legal and
the illegal has proved problematic, to say the least.
Viktor Bout was a past master at exploiting this. Indeed, much of what Bout did would be difficult to
deem illegal such was the mastery with which he manipulated governments, regimes, organisations and
individuals alike. For decades, Bout and the world’s weapons merchants have found it all too easy to
profit from the shortcomings in international legislation when it comes to arms peddling.
Like mercenary soldiers and the plethora of private security firms that have sprung up as a result of the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, those who run guns have proved as much a benefit to many states as they
have a danger – Britain and the US being no exception. As activists such as those from groups like Action
Network on Small Arms, and the Control Arms campaign rightly point out, there is a pressing need to
tighten standards controlling the international trade in conventional arms. To that end, a tougher Arms
Trade Treaty (ATT) that would establish strict rules for the international transfer of arms, and hold
irresponsible arms suppliers and dealers to account, urgently needs to be realised.
Viktor Bout may know more than enough to embarrass, if not incriminate, a lot of people from Moscow to
Washington and far beyond. In a New York City court on Wednesday, he pleaded not guilty to charges
including terrorism and arms trafficking. Those who believe his trial will cast any real light on the
shadowy world of illegal arms dealing and the extent to which nations collude in its practice may well be
disappointed. If nothing else, Viktor Bout has shown himself in the past to be a consummate deal-maker
and survivor, and for that reason alone some kind of legal chicanery or pact with America’s spooks may
yet get him out of another tight corner. As you read this, countless numbers of people are being killed,
maimed, raped and forced to flee their homes as a result of the violence that arms dealers make possible.
The so-called Lord of War may for the moment be behind bars, but his disciples are still busy spreading
their insidious message.
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Human Rights Watch
Tuesday, 16 November 2010

Senegal: Donors to Meet to Fund Hissène Habré Trial
Budget Agreement Ends Logjam on Bringing Ex-Dictator of Chad to Justice

After so many years of tenacity and disappointments, Hissène Habré’s victims
can finally see the light at the end of the tunnel. Senegal needs to get the
proceedings under way before even more survivors die.
Reed Brody, counsel for Human Rights Watch, who works with the victims
(Dakar) - A meeting of international donors in Dakar on November 24, 2010, to
finance the prosecution of Hissène Habré is a potential turning point in the long
campaign to bring the former Chadian dictator to justice, a coalition of human rights
organizations said today.
Proceedings against the exiled dictator have been held up for years due to
Senegal's insistence on full up-front international funding. The meeting is expected
to result in pledges to match the US$11.7 million (€8.59 million) budget presented
by the African Union and the European Union. The Senegalese government has said
that it will begin pretrial proceedings once it receives the funding.
"After so many years of tenacity and disappointments, Hissène Habré's victims can
finally see the light at the end of the tunnel," said Reed Brody, counsel for Human
Rights Watch, who works with the victims. "Senegal needs to get the proceedings
under way before even more survivors die."
Habré is accused of thousands of political killings and systematic torture when he
ruled Chad, from 1982 to 1990, before fleeing to Senegal. Habré was first indicted
in Senegal in February 2000, but Senegalese courts ruled that he could not be tried
there. His victims then turned to Belgium and, after a four-year investigation, a
Belgian judge in September 2005 sought his extradition. On July 2, 2006, the
African Union said it would instead "mandate" Senegal to prosecute Habré "on
behalf of Africa," and President Abdoulaye Wade declared that Senegal would do so.
For years, however, Senegal has said that it would not process the case until it
received €27 million, its estimate of the costs, from the international community.
After lengthy negotiations, the AU and EU presented the budget of roughly €8.59
million. The budget foresees a 20-month pretrial investigation and a 5-month trial.
The AU, the EU, Belgium, Chad, the Netherlands, and the United States have
already indicated that they will make significant contributions to the trial, and other
contributions are expected.
Special rules need to be put in place to prosecute mass crimes by a former head of
state of another country, said Human Rights Watch, the Chadian Association for the
Promotion and Defense of Human Rights (ATPDH), the Dakar-based African
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Assembly for the Defense of Human Rights (RADDHO-Senegal), and the
International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH). The groups called on Senegal
and the AU for the rapid conclusion of an agreement on witness and victim
protection, immunity for "insider" witnesses, and the broadcast of proceedings to
Chad.
Senegal had said that it did not want to be involved in handling funds for the trial.
Under the funding plan, contributions will be deposited in an AU-controlled bank
account. A management committee, with representatives from Senegal, the AU, the
EU, and leading donors, will supervise the distribution of funds.
"A fair trial for Habré in Senegal could be a milestone in the fight to hold the
perpetrators of atrocities in Africa accountable for their crimes," said Alioune Tine,
president of RADDHO.
The groups said that one of the major challenges to maximizing the impact of
Habré's trial would be to ensure its accessibility to the Chadian people. The budget
includes a significant amount for outreach, press information, and trial monitoring
activities.
"Holding Habré's trial thousands of miles away from the victims and the country he
ruled will require significant outreach to make sure that people in Chad know and
understand what is happening and that the trial stimulates their own understanding
of the past and the search for justice," said Dobian Assingar, the Honorary President
of the Chadian League for Human Rights and Representative of the FIDH.
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The New York Times
Thursday, 18 November 2010

Netherlands: Court Starts 2 Inquiries
By REUTERS

European Press photo Agency
International Justice Court Chief Prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo.

The chief prosecutor at the International Criminal Court said
Thursday that he had begun preliminary investigations in Nigeria
and Honduras. Chief Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo, left, told
reporters in The Hague that the court had started inquiries into
events surrounding last year’s coup in Honduras, when the military
ousted President Manuel Zelaya. Mr. Moreno-Ocampo declined to
give further details about the Nigerian case, adding that he was
waiting for information from the Nigerian authorities. Preliminary examinations are used to
determine whether the court has the jurisdiction to open a formal investigation.
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Sudan Tribune
Friday, 19 November 2010

Kenya’s high court considers request that forces government to arrest Sudanese president
Friday 19 November 2010

November 18, 2010 (WASHINGTON) – The Kenyan High Court received a request
on Wednesday from the local chapter of the International Commission of Jurists
(ICJ) that seeks an order from the judges that forces the government to arrest the
Sudanese president Omer Hassan Al-Bashir should he set foot in the country.

The International Criminal Court (ICC), to
which Kenya is a full member, issued an
arrest warrant for Bashir in 2009 for war
crimes in Darfur and added genocide to the
indictment this year. Bashir rejects the
charges saying they are part of a Western
conspiracy to topple his regime.
However, the Kenyan government allowed
Bashir last August to attend the promulgation
of the new constitution without apprehending him as required under its obligations
to the Rome Statute.
One of the arguments put forward by some Kenyan officials that they are adhering
to resolutions adopted by the African Union (AU) that instructs member states not
to arrest Bashir even if they are ICC members.
Local media reported that the ICJ wants the High court judges to order the Ministry
of State for Provincial Administration to execute the arrest warrant against the
Sudanese leader should he visit again.
“There are also two requests for cooperation in the arrest in the arrest and
surrender of Omar al Bashir issued by ICC on March 6, 2009 and July 21, 2010 to
states that are parties to the Rome Statute,” ICJ Executive Director George Kegoro
said in the filing made with the court.
“Al Bashir came to Kenya on August 27 and the Kenyan authorities in utter
disregard of their obligations under the international law and the laws of Kenyan
failed to enforce the warrants of arrest.... The applicant is apprehensive that should
Omar al Bashir come to Kenya, the respondents in total disregard of the law will
once again fail to effect an arrest warrant against him as they previously did".
Yesterday after hearing the case filed by ICJ, High Court Judge Nicholas Ombija
directed that the suit papers be served on the Attorney General. The parties will
appear before him for hearing next Tuesday.
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The case represents the first legal challenge to decisions made by governments to
flout their obligations to the Rome Statute particularly in Africa which rallied behind
Bashir.
Some groups in South Africa threatened to go to court for the same purpose but the
government backed down and warned publicly that it will arrest Bashir if he visits.
The special summit of the Inter-Governmental Authority for Development (IGAD)
was relocated from Nairobi to Addis Ababa in October after the ICC judges asked
Kenya last month to arrest Bashir if he attends or in the alternative to inform them
of "any problem which would impede or prevent" his apprehension.
The Kenyan government responded by saying that the Sudanese president is not
expected to visit.
(ST)

